The Military Operations Research Journal (MORJ) is a refereed journal sponsored by the Military Operations Research Society (MORS) and the Military Applications Society (MAS) of INFORMS (Institute for Operations Research and Management Science). MORJ publishes articles that describe operations research (OR) methodologies used in important military applications. MORJ also publishes papers that present case studies showing innovative OR applications, applications of OR to major policy issues, introduces interesting new problem areas, highlights educational issues, and documents the history of military OR. The MORJ serves many communities (academic, industry and government), and is both academically strong and technically sound. Historically, the journal has received about 40 articles per year, and about 50% of the articles are accepted after review and editing. Once accepted, an article usually requires one or more revisions to adequately respond to the technical and editorial issues raised in the review process.

The MORJ Editor develops the editorial policy, selects the Editorial Review Board (ERB) (senior academic and professional OR analysts), selects Guest Editors for Special Issues, assigns papers to the ERB for review, monitors review status of all papers under review, accepts/rejects papers in consultation with the ERB, notifies authors of acceptance/rejection, provides journal status to MORS/MAS leadership, and coordinates journal publications. The MORJ is overseen by the MORS Publications Committee, the MORS Office, and by the MORS President. It has world-wide distribution to MORS members, other individuals and institutions and is currently financed by the MORS Government Contract.

MORJ is published quarterly, in March, June, September and December.

Like most MORS leadership position, the MORJ editor position is an unpaid, volunteer position. The editor shall be appointed for a four-year term.

Characteristics desired in a MORJ editor include:

- Scientific breadth in operations research and related field
- High standards in research and publications
- Good organizational, writing and editorial skills
- Knowledge of MORS/MAS communities, their missions, and importance
- Prior participation in MORS/MAS
- Editorial or other relevant experience demonstrating the ability to conduct:
  - Editorial review of submitted articles
  - Effective communication with the MORS/MAS leadership and prospective authors
  - Effective management of ERB, Guest editors, authors, and support personnel to produce publication efficiently and on time

Interested candidates are invited to submit the following information in support of their applications by May 20, 2015:
• A cover letter that addresses candidates’ goals for the MORJ and why the candidate has the skills to accomplish these goals
• A curriculum vita that includes:
  
  o relevant experience including titles/roles and associated dates
  o education
  o contact information
  o references

• Letters of recommendation are encouraged

Please send application packages either by mail to Susan Reardon (MORS CEO), 2111 Wilson Blvd Suite 700, Arlington, VA 22201, or by email to susan.reardon@mors.org. For further information, please contact the MORS office at morsoffice@mors.org.